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קדש: KADESH
Leaving Egypt All Year
Rabbi Ezra Goldschmiedt ezragoldschmiedt@gmail.com

Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, BAYT; 5772-5773
Rabbi, Sha’arei Torah, Cincinnati, Ohio

On this evening, more than any other, we are instructed to create differences from our usual routine. Indeed, these
differences – in how we dress, how we comport ourselves, how we eat and more – are to be emphasized so that our
children become curious and receptive to the messages of our story. 1 One element with which our sedarim begin
however, has a distinct familiarity to it – our kiddush, particularly the element of it which claims that this day is a
zekher l’yetziat Mitzrayim (a remembrance of our exodus from Egypt), is one which can be found throughout our
Biblical festivals, as well as our weekly Shabbat.
Interestingly enough, this is the one night on which the term “zekher l’yetziat Mitzrayim” seems a perfect fit. Here,
Pesach raises no questions. It is dedicated to remembering and reliving our exodus from Egypt, a most formative
moment in our people’s history. It is the other holidays for which this term is more difficult to understand: What do
the holidays of Shavuot, Rosh HaShanah, Yom Kippur and Succot have to do with our leaving Egypt? Although
tonight this question poses no difficulty, perhaps it is the best time to consider it, the night on which our leaving
Egypt takes center stage.
A thought to consider: Perhaps our notion of Yetziat Mitzrayim (the exodus) is too restrictive. The term typically
produces imagery of Bnei Yisrael walking out of a foreign land, perhaps extending to the moment in which the
Egyptians are drowned in the sea, but by using the term in our other holiday kiddush, our Sages may have wanted
us to see Yetziat Mitzrayim as a much larger process, in which our people had to leave Egypt on a level beyond
ending physical enslavement.
To fully leave behind our former life, we needed to stake out a new one. Leaving our difficult slavery in Egypt was
the shedding of one identity, but not yet enough to claim a new one as G-d’s chosen nation.
To become something more, a broader range of experiences – the very ones that our time in the wilderness
provided – were needed. Our other holidays can therefore be seen as important markers for that transition and an
extension of Yetziat Mitzrayim. Shavuot, termed by our Sages as zman matan toratenu (the time of the giving of our
Torah) was clearly a time in which we became something more. Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur signify our
important first experience of teshuvah, coming in the aftermath of the sin of the Golden Calf – it was then that we
learned that if we are willing to address our failings, our relationship with G-d is unshakable. Lastly, Succot
teaches us the lesson of trust in G-d’s loving protection, the kind of lesson that only comes from constant
nurturing like we received in the wilderness.2
While the other holidays and their lessons have their time of focus, seeing tonight as the beginning of a process
which includes them can help us appreciate Pesach’s role in this system. May we merit to do so, remembering our
leaving Egypt in the fullest sense and using tonight as the first of many steps towards appreciating who we are.
1

See, for example Pesachim 108b and Mishneh Torah, Chametz UMatzah 7:3.

With regard to the weekly Shabbat kiddush, see (among many sources) Shemot 5:13-14 with commentaries, Pesachim 117b
and Tosafot s.v. lema’an.
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Did you know?
We offer Sunday morning Midreshet Yom Rishon programs for women across Toronto.
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כרפס: KARPAS
A Sign of Growth
Rabbi David Teller dteller13@gmail.com

Avreich, 5771
Head of Judaic Studies, Hamilton Hebrew Academy, Hamilton, ON
The Talmud (Pesachim 114a) explains that the purpose of karpas is to get the children to ask questions. When
they see people around the Seder table dipping vegetables before the meal begins, they will be filled with curiosity
and begin the process of asking questions. In educational terms, the karpas is the trigger to hopefully begin a night
of child-centred, interactive, and collaborative learning. In that sense it is a necessary precursor to the Maggid,
putting everyone at the table in the right frame of mind to engage in the story of Pesach.
As many have pointed out, though, this answer - like the quantity of karpas we eat - is far from satisfying. If the
whole purpose is to get our children to ask questions, why is dipping a vegetable in salt water the preferred trigger?
Why isn’t something else chosen? There must be a fundamental message that the karpas, specifically, is meant to
convey to us.
Rabbeinu Manoach’s 13th century commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah (Hilchot Chametz u’Matzah 8:2) offers
one creative approach. The karpas is not only a precursor to the maggid, it is part of the maggid itself. The karpas
alludes to Yosef’s coat - the ketonet pasim - which Rashi (Bereishit 37:3) describes as being “like karpas and
techeilet.” Essentially, we are re-enacting how the entire story of Pesach began: with the brothers of Yosef taking
his ketonet pasim - the karpas - and dipping it in salt water, symbolic of the blood into which Yosef’s coat was
dipped. We are explaining to our children that the breakdown of relationships among Bnei Yisrael was the
beginning of the eventual oppression in Egypt. So, too, we are reminded of the destructive forces of peirud and
sinah - division and hatred – amongst our brothers and sisters in Klal Yisrael.
A second approach focuses on the vegetable itself. The word karpas may be derived from a Greek word karpos,
meaning “produce” or “vegetation”. The Torah explains (Devarim 16:1) that Pesach is celebrated in the spring when
nature re-awakens and the fields and trees begin to sprout and flourish. The connection between the re-birth of
nature and the re-birth of the Jewish nation is not a coincidence. We look at the vegetable on our plate and we are
reminded of the Spring – the biblical “chodesh ha’aviv” – the rejuvenation of nature and the revival of the Jewish
nation.
But there may be an additional idea here as well. Carl Rogers, the father of person-centred therapy, built his
approach to psychotherapy on the assumption that human beings are naturally trustworthy, and that each
individual is a person of unconditional self-worth. Rogers’ professional experience led to his hypothesis that people
internally possess the necessary and available resources to develop self-understanding, alter their self-concept,
and ultimately change their behavior. He believed that every organism has an innate, instinctive tendency, which
he referred to as the ‘self actualizing tendency’, pushing it forward towards achieving its inherent potential.
He illustrated his view by recalling a childhood memory of a bin of potatoes that was left in his basement over the
winter. Despite the adverse conditions, the potatoes managed to grow whitish sprouts that reached towards the
light coming from a small window several feet above them. The sprouts were not the usual healthy green colour of
their counterparts grown outside, but the potatoes still possessed the natural tendency to grow and develop. “They
would never become a plant, never mature, never reach their full potentiality. But under the most adverse
circumstances they were striving to become.” (Rogers, 1980, p. 118)
Plants and vegetation offer the most visible examples of an organism’s ability to naturally develop and grow. But
what is true of plant life is true of every organism, including human beings. We begin our Seder by picking up a
vegetable, reminding us of the spring, and our natural human potential to self-actualize and grow. As we begin the
story of the slavery and eventual redemption of the Jewish people, we remind ourselves that despite the adverse
situations that we may find ourselves in, like our ancestors, we too have the ability to re-discover our natural
depository of self-actualization and our freedom to grow and begin anew.
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Did you know?
We offer CPD (CLE)-accredited classes for lawyers at synagogues and at law firms around Toronto.

הא לחמא עניא: THIS IS THE BREAD OF AFFLICTION
Generosity and Redemption
Rabbi Netanel Javasky taneljavasky@gmail.com

Avreich, 5770-5771
Judaic Studies Teacher, TanenbaumCHAT North Campus

Where to start? This question is a very significant one, when discussing the mitzvah of sippur yetziat Mitzrayim,
retelling the exodus from Egypt.
We are tasked with making the story seem real and alive, creating the sense that “we ourselves are leaving Egypt”.
The Talmud (Pesachim 116a) notes a dispute between Rav and Shemuel regarding how we fulfill this. Shemuel
suggests starting from the beginning of the servitude in Egypt, specifically “Avadim hayinu liParoh b’Mitzrayim, we
were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt”, while Rav suggests discussing our spiritual beginnings, going back to days when
our ancestors worshipped idols. Practically, we seem to adopt both opinions and include both components in our
Haggadah. However, a close look at the very beginning of Maggid reveals a short introductory paragraph to this
section of the Haggadah which seemingly is not in accord with the aforementioned opinions of Rav or Shemuel.
The paragraph in question is Ha lachma anya, “This is the bread of affliction”. Immediately afterwards, we ask the
four questions which lead into “Avadim hayinu (We were slaves)”, but this paragraph about matzah and eating
seems to be an arbitrary and misplaced beginning to Maggid. Furthermore, this paragraph stands apart from the
rest of the text, as it is written in Aramaic as opposed to the Hebrew of the rest of the Haggadah. Additionally, the
second of the four cups is supposed to be associated with the Maggid section, and yet we don’t pour the second
cup until after this introductory section has been read. Looking at the content of the paragraph is even more
puzzling. We reference the matzah and then seem to proclaim, while sitting in the comfort of our home, that
anyone who needs a meal is welcome to join. We follow this with a seemingly unrelated sentence about being
enslaved and in bondage this year, and then state that we have faith that next year we will be free in Jerusalem.
What does this have to do with earlier proclamation?
Rashbam1 explains that the section of Ha lachma anya is actually a description of what our ancestors would do
and say at their meals in Egypt. Immediately after breaking the matzot and putting some aside for later, they
would say to one another, “This will be our meal later, but if anyone else is hungry or in need they are more than
welcome to join.” Even in the depths of slavery, our ancestors would look to help the less fortunate among them.
This section was written in Aramaic when that was the vernacular, for all attending the Seder to understand this
message of chesed (generosity). That is how our ancestors acted, and it is because of those acts that they could
confidently declare, “We are slaves this year, but will be free next.” We know that through our acts of chesed we
most certainly will be redeemed.
Geulah (redemption) is intrinsically connected to our act of kindness, and it is this idea that we choose to insert as
a header for the Seder night, at the start of Maggid. The prophet Yeshayah states, “Observe justice and perform
righteousness, for My salvation is soon to come and My righteousness to be revealed.” (Yeshayah 56) The Beit
HaLevi2 notes that this is why on the night of our redemption we emphasize chesed. It is through kindness that we
were redeemed, and it is through our kindness that we will again be redeemed. We give Maot Chittin to provide for
the Pesach needs of the indigent, and the Haftorah for Shabbat HaGadol even tempts us to test Hashem by giving
to the poor and reaping great reward, and we make sure that the theme that we emphasize immediately preceding
the Maggid is one of chesed. Through acts of chesed we can be sure that Hashem will send us Eliyahu HaNavi, as
the Haftorah promises, and that the night of Pesach will not only be a night in which Hashem redeemed us in the
past, but it will most definitely be a night when Hashem will return us to the rebuilt Jerusalem in all its glory.
1

Rabbeinu Shemuel ben Meir (1085-1158), one of the authors of the Tosafot commentaries to the Talmud

Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik (1820-1892), a great talmudic scholar, author of Beit haLevi, and a descendant of Rabbi Chaim
of Volozhin
2

Did you know?
More than 40 “Chaverim” university students learn with us in our Beit Midrash during the year.
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מה נשתנה: WHY IS THIS NIGHT DIFFERENT?
When Questions Matter More Than Answers
Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner torczyner@torontotorah.com
Rosh Beit Midrash, 5770-5775

Nobel Prize-winning physicist Dr. Isidor I. Rabi and his parents, Polish Jews, immigrated to the United States at
the end of the 19th century and settled in Brooklyn. When asked why he had made the unusual choice of a career
in science, Rabi explained, “My mother made me a scientist without ever intending it. Every other Jewish mother in
Brooklyn would ask her child after school: ‘So? Did you learn anything today?’ But not my mother. She always
asked me a different question. ‘Izzy,’ she would say, ‘did you ask a good question today?’ That difference - asking
good questions - made me become a scientist!’’1
Our Haggadah highlights questions. The liturgy itself, since the time of the Beit haMikdash, has included prepared
questions for children to ask their parents: Why do we eat only matzah tonight? Why do we eat marror tonight?
Why do we dip twice tonight? And so forth. And even in the time of the mishnah two thousand years ago, the
Haggadah showcased the questions of Four Children, modeled on four biblical verses which describe Jewish
parents teaching their children about the events of Pesach night and our exodus from Egypt. 2
The Seder itself is designed to inspire questions. The Talmud instructs parents to distribute toys to keep children
involved and curious at the Seder, and describes the practices of dipping twice and of “grabbing” the afikoman as
customs implemented in order to inspire childrens’ questions. The Code of Jewish Law adds the practices of
removing and returning the ke’arah [Seder Plate], and having a second cup of wine before our meal, as further
catalysts for curiosity. Per Rabbi Yechiel Michel Epstein, we wash for karpas in order to trigger questions. And the
Talmud instructs, “If one’s child is wise, the child asks him. If the child is not wise then one’s spouse asks him. If
not, he asks himself. Even two Torah scholars who know the laws of Passover ask each other.” But why is this
necessary? Granted that we are instructed to re-tell the story of our exodus, why must it be in a question-andanswer format?3
One explanation for our Seder format is that questions express curiosity, and so lead to good pedagogy. As the
Dubna Magid wrote, “Just as food will not be sweet without prior hunger, so an answer will not be sweet unless it
follows a great question.” Further, responding to questions is a good way to convey complicated information. Rabbi
Tzvi Elimelech Shapira of Dinov observed, “That which comes in response to questions can convey many ideas in a
manner that is orderly and sweet for the palate, and it will be more established in the soul. You see that many
authors, who wished to write of a broad subject and feared that their words might not be accepted by the ear and
the mind because of the limitations of the listener as well as the depth, length and breadth of the subject, dealt
with this by writing of the subject in the form of question and response.” 4
A second approach to our Seder questions is that these inquiries are meant to re-enact and correct the questions
which marked our time in Egypt. When G-d told Avraham that he would receive the Land of Israel, Avraham
responded by asking how he could know that this would come to pass. According to one talmudic view (Nedarim
32a), he was punished with the news that we would be sent to Egypt. The questions continued with Moshe’s
repeated challenges to the Divine decision to send him to rescue the Jews, and then with the questions asked by
the Jews with every obstacle they encountered in the wilderness. At our Seder, we re-live the Exodus, and we put a
positive spin on our history of questions: again we ask, but as a means of building our faith.
Finally, questions are a robust means of connecting two individuals; indeed, telephone marketing experts advise
their proteges to begin a solicitation by asking a question, in order to create that connection. So it is that we often
refer to questioning as interrogation, from the Latin inter and rogare – “asking between”.
The very first biblical questions were of this interrogative model. When the serpent wishes to enter into
conversation with Chavah, he asks, “Has G-d indeed said that you may not eat of any tree in the garden?” As Rashi
explains, the serpent knows that only one tree is prohibited, but he wishes to draw Chavah into dialogue. The next
biblical question occurs when Adam eats of the prohibited fruit and then seeks to hide from G-d. G-d asks, “Where
are you?” G-d knows Adam’s whereabouts, but He wishes to initiate a connection. The link between the one who
asks and the one who responds is embedded in the start of Judaism’s most fundamental text.
Perhaps it is this desire for connection that drives the Seder’s model. A child who asks a question of the previous
generation makes a connection with the history of our nation, recognizing herself as part of the chain of Jewish
history and a family whose collective numbers, across the millenia, number more than the grains of sand at the
sea. With these questions, the Torah tells us that we are not simply to aim words at our children in reporting the
events of our exodus. We are to use this night of communication to create a link, inspiring our children to see
themselves as part of our people, and so extending a bridge to the future.
1
2
3
4

New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/1988/01/19/opinion/l-izzy-did-you-ask-a-good-question-today-712388.html
See Mishnah Pesachim 10:4, and Shemot 12:26, Shemot 13:8, Shemot 13:14, Devarim 6:20
See Pesachim 108b-109a, 114b, 116a; Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim 473:6-7, 18
Sefer haMiddot, Chapter 6; Derech Pikudecha 21:Chelek haMaaseh 3
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Did you know?
On average, we deliver 20-25 shiurim around Toronto each week.

אמר ר‘ אלעזר בן עזריה: RABBI ELAZAR

BEN

AZARYAH

Young and Old Study Together
Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner torczyner@torontotorah.com

Rosh Beit Midrash, 5770-5775

In introducing the mitzvah of discussing the exodus on Pesach night, the Haggadah recounts Rabbi Elazar ben
Azaryah’s frustration with his inability to convince others that we are instructed to speak of that exodus every
night, throughout the year. “Behold, I am like seventy years old!” the sage declares, “and I could not convince the
sages, until Ben Zoma provided exegetical support for this ruling.”
The Talmud1 explains Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah’s odd exclamation, “I am like seventy years old,” in a separate
context. Rabban Gamliel was deposed from his position as the head of the study hall, and the sages sought to
appoint a teen-aged Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah in his place. Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah’s wife protested to him that
he lacked the white hair which would mark him as an established sage, worthy of respect. A miracle occurred and
he grew eighteen rows of white hair, which made him appear “like seventy.”
The Talmud’s approach to Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah’s statement that he was “like seventy years” is troubling, for it
appears to undermine Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah’s own exclamation. What could be the logic in remarking, “I am
much younger than I appear, and yet I could not convince the sages of my position”?
Rambam2 offers a different explanation for Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah’s age-related comment, saying, “He was
young, and he would study and learn and read prodigiously, day and night, to the point that his strength was
drained and he aged prematurely and he appeared like a man of seventy years. At first he aged willingly, as
recorded in the Gemara.”
Indeed, Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah believed that his own breed of dedication was more than an exemplary work
ethic; approaching Torah with lesser commitment would be a sign of disrespect. Thus Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah
declared3 that a student who pretends to amass great learning, but who actually fails to devote serious time and
develops only a superficial understanding, will not live long.
Ben Zoma excelled in Torah study in his youth.4 The Talmud presents Ben Zoma as a paradigm of scholarship 5
and exegetic skill,6 and he journeyed into the mystical studies of pardes with Rabbi Akiva, a sage far senior to
him.7 Further, since we know that Ben Zoma is younger than Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Akiva is younger than Rabbi
Elazar ben Azaryah,8 we see that Ben Zoma is younger than Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah. So it is that Rambam
explains Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah’s shock: “I worked and joined myself with scholars [to the extent that I aged
prematurely], and yet I never merited to know the scriptural hint to the obligation to read this portion at night –
until [this young student] Ben Zoma taught it!”
This passage belongs in our Haggadah for its technical exploration of the year-round mitzvah of discussing our
departure from Egypt, but it also adds to our own Seder experience. Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah and Ben Zoma
present two different models of participant, the former a lifelong denizen of the study hall who exhausted himself in
study from the earliest age, the latter a youthful prodigy who developed an idea which had long eluded his elder.
We need both types of participants at our Seder, the experienced and the fresh-eyed, the better to learn from each
other and develop a stronger appreciation of the greatness of our exodus.
1

Berachot 27b-28a

2

Commentary to Mishnah, Berachot 1

3

Talmud, Avodah Zarah 19b

4

Sanhedrin 17b; Horiyyot 2b; Rabbi Ovadia of Bartenura to Avot 4:1

5

Berachot 57b; Kiddushin 49b

6

Sotah 49a

Chagigah 14b. We know that Rabbi Akiva is senior to Ben Zoma because he is significantly older than 40 when the two
journey into Pardes together, and as we have already established, Ben Zoma died in his youth.
7

We may deduce the seniority of Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah over Rabbi Akiva from passages like Sanhedrin 101a and
Menachot 89a.
8

Did you know?
We teach classes and hold special chaburot at Bnei Akiva Schools, particularly Yeshivat Or Chaim.
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צא ולמד: GO OUT AND LEARN
To Learn, To Experience, To Live
Rabbi David Ely Grundland dgrundland@torontotorah.com
Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, Shaarei Shomayim; 5775

Different Methods of Learning
The Babylonian Talmud uses the phrase, “Ta shema - Come and hear” as an introduction to a source text that
proves a point or resolves a conflict. On the other hand, the Zohar, when trying to clarify a point, utilizes the
phrase, “Ta Chazi - Come and see”. “Seeing is believing,” as the old adage goes. Simply, the Talmud uses academic
tools for an academic purpose, but the Zohar is teaching that one must experience in order to understand. For
example, teachers, doctors, lawyers and rabbis learn more from their work experience than from their academic
training.
However, during the Pesach Seder we are directed to learn in a third way. The Haggadah uses the phrase “Tzei
ULmad - Go out and learn”. There are a number of differences between this phrase and the phrases used in the
Talmud and Zohar.
Coming In and Going Out
A primary difference between the various methods of learning is the word Tzei, rather than Ta - “Go out” as
opposed to “Come in”. When we come home, we stay where we feel most comfortable. We tell ourselves, “As long as
I am in my own comfort zone, I can engage in an academic dialogue.” This is the student in the study hall, limited
by the space in which he feels comfortable.
There are other limitations if one party says, “Come experience what I have experienced,” as the Zohar beckons its
reader. Because all experience is naturally subjective, the other party can either challenge or confirm the
experience of the first party, based on his own experience. Asking another to experience your own version of reality
assumes a pre-existing consensus. Furthermore, while experiences are incredibly powerful, an experience is a
passing moment. To bring the experience into the present one must reflect on the past and bring the messages of
the experience into one’s present reality.
Going out, on the other hand, is an entirely different approach, and it can affect both who one is, and who one can
become. The first discussion in the Haggadah following Tzei ULmad is of the ultimate “going out”, when Yaakov
Avinu leaves his tent, where he had always dwelt (“coming in”) in Torah study. His act of going out began with
working for his father-in-law, Lavan. The Torah teaches that Yaakov was a holy man, acting for the sake of Heaven,
trying to be honest and hard-working even when the situation pushed against this. Lavan was the polar opposite,
lying and cheating to achieve his goals. In Yaakov’s experience we see someone leaving his comfort zone. By
engaging in the struggles of the world one can explore the depths of one’s character, just as Yaakov struggled and
emerged as Yisrael, facing challenges and emerging victorious. (Bereishit 32:25-31; Midrash Tanchuma,
Vayishlach 7) The lessons that are learned by “going out” are more than just thoughts or experiences; these are the
lessons that fundamentally transform a person.
Learning in Life
Our sages also teach the importance of “going out” as a tool for learning the most important lessons of the Torah.
In Pirkei Avot (2:9), Rabban Yochanan ben Zakkai tells his top five students to, “Go out and see the attribute to
which one should cling” and “Go out and see the attribute from which one should maintain one’s distance.” They
must leave the study hall and engage in the world in order to identify ideal behaviour.
Rabbi Shlomo Riskin, in his Haggadah commentary Tell your Children (pg. 62), writes that “generally learning is
done either in one’s home or in the beit midrash… but Jewish learning, in its essence, requires that it also take
place ‘outside’… Even when one is not learning [in the traditional ways], one must be constantly engaged in
revealing and expressing the Torah. Our learning of Torah must accompany us everywhere.” In a pesonal
conversation, Rabbi Riskin also reminded this author that above the entrance to Yeshivat Chochmei Lublin is the
verse, “Go my children and hear me; I will teach you to revere Hashem.” (Psalms 34:12) He commented that one of
the most important lessons of that verse is that while learning in yeshiva is commendable, reverence for G-d is
learned when one takes that which has been learned and goes into the world.
The Haggadah challenges us to go out of our comfort zones, see the world, and know that through all of our
successes and struggles, we are learning to be free and to revere Hashem. On Pesach, Hashem teaches us to exit
the slavery of who we have been, and enter the freedom of who we can become.
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Did you know?
We deliver CME-accredited Medical Halachah classes for doctors around Toronto.

אלו עשר מכות: THE TEN PLAGUES
Why were there ten plagues?
Rabbi Meir Lipschitz meir.lipschitz@gmail.com

Avreich, 5770-5771
Assistant Principal of Jewish Studies, Yeshiva at the Jersey Shore, New Jersey
One of the more fun moments in Maggid is when we pour/flick some wine from our cups, as we list the ten plagues
and then the abbreviation created by Rabbi Yehudah. We list the makkot (plagues) which the Egyptians
experienced, and recall the punishment which they received and the promise given to us that we would never
suffer the way they had.
However, there is a question that must be asked: Why did Hashem not simply redeem us right away? Why did He
choose to bring ten plagues, rather than just a single mighty one? Surely, this would have been more effective. If
the goal of the plagues was to punish the Egyptians as a prelude to our redemption, why was it not done swiftly?
Rather than the drawn out process of warning, plague, and respite, that occurred each time, and according to most
accounts took about a year, it would seem that it would have been more effective to just get us out of there!
In fact, the same basic question could be asked of Creation: Why did G-d create the world with ten utterances,
rather than just one? G-d’s might and ability knows no bounds, and so why would He choose to create the world in
ten utterances, and in a “seven day period,” when it would have been just as easy to do it all at once?
Rabbi Shlomo Aviner, Rosh Yeshiva of Ateret Yerushalayim and Rabbi of Bet El, notes that both questions really
have the same answer. In both cases Hashem limited Himself, so to speak. He chose to act in a way that was not
as grand as it could have been, in order that we may learn to follow His example. We know the mitzvah of
V’halachta bid’rachav—Imitatio Dei—that commands us to emulate G-d, which is, of course, impossible. So,
instead we try to emulate His actions and do as He does. Hashem did not use his power to immediately overwhelm
the Egyptians or instantaneously create the universe; instead, He held Himself back and had things develop as
part of a process.
This leaves us with two important lessons. The first is that as part of our command to emulate G-d, we must also
learn to hold ourselves back and not unleash our own power and might—or in other cases anger and retribution—
in an immediate manner. Rather, we must learn to control ourselves, just as He did. Secondly, and perhaps more
importantly, we learn that creation and redemption are processes that are not meant to occur in an immediate
fashion; there is time, patience, hard work, and slow but steady progress involved in both. We must not lose hope
in light of continued hardship and limited progress; we must remember that redemption takes time and that it will
come.

Did you know?
We engage in internal learning until 12:30 PM each day; this year, we are studying Shemitah.
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רבי יוסי הגלילי: THE SPLITTING OF THE SEA
Connecting Keriat Yam Suf and Yetziat Mitzrayim
Rabbi Azarya Berzon azaryaberzon@gmail.com

Co-Rosh Beit Midrash, 5770-5771
Mara DeAtra & Rosh Kollel, Emek Learning Center, Jerusalem, Israel
Commentators ask: Why did Moshe wait until keriat yam suf [the splitting of the sea] to recite the Shirah [the Az
Yashir song of praise]? Why not a week earlier at the time of Yetziat Mitzrayim [the exodus from Egypt]?
And a second question. Regarding Yetziat Mitzrayim, we declare: Had not G-d taken our fathers out of Egypt, then
we, our children and grandchildren would still be enslaved to Pharaoh in Egypt, “V’ilu lo hotzi HaKadosh Baruch
Hu et avoteinu miMitzraim, harei anu u’vaneinu u’bnei vaneinu mishubadim hayinu L’Paroh B’Mitzrayim”.
Commentators ask: how can we make such a declaration, and with such certainty? It would seem logical that
during the long course of Jewish history, since the period of our slavery in Egypt, our People would be freed at
some time or another? Could it really be that the slavery of Egypt would persist, even to our times?
In order to explain the meaning of this declaration, the Brisker Rav zt”l 1 establishes that there are, in truth, two
distinct aspects to Yetziat Mitzrayim. It is obvious that Yetziat Mitzrayim is, first and foremost, an act of freeing
slaves. As Rav Chaim Brisker2 said, the term geulah [redemption] in the Torah means transfer of ownership, as we
find in the portion of s’dei achuzah in which a field returns to its owner in the Jubilee year, “Geulah tihiyeh lo.” On
this level, our redemption from Egypt belongs to the realm of monetary ownership. [The Brisker Rav quotes a
midrash3 in which Pharaoh, on the night of Yetziat Mitzrayim, pronounces “You are in your own domain,” the
standard formula for the act of freeing slaves.] However, there is a second, more profound aspect of geulah.
The Brisker Rav explains that Yetziat Mitzrayim was much more than the termination of juridical slavery. Geulah
from Egypt created a new spiritual state of being, of Avdei Hashem (slaves of G-d). Whereas the first aspect belongs
to the realm of monetary law, in which the “eved” belongs to his Master as an object of legal possession and
property, the latter aspect relates to the inner realm of psychological “slavery.” The Exodus accomplished more
than simply removing the ownership rights of Pharaoh over his Jewish slaves, and granting these slaves legal
independence; it effected an essential change in the very existential beings of the Jews. Slavery is a mental state in
which the slave directs his ambitions and commitments toward his human master. Geulah effects such a profound
change in the very essence of the slave’s being that he not only achieves freedom from his master, but attains a
new status, emerging as an Oved Hashem. As a result, the Oved Hashem can never be enslaved again! He has
experienced existential freedom, and no matter in what political or social station he may find himself, he is, in his
innermost being, free. His thoughts, aspirations, and commitments are always directed toward his Creator.
Thus geulah has two aspects. First, the very real act of Yetziat Mitzrayim, which heralds freedom from the state of
legal slavery. Second, the Jewish People, both the Nation as a whole, and each individual member, emerge as a
new entity. The latter is a result of the completion of geulah; there is a new chalot shem b’gavra which expresses
the emergence of the new status of the Jew as a nigal, which is inherent in his very being. A nigal is one who can
never again become a normal eved, since he is now an eved Hashem.
We can now understand why Moshe waited until keriat Yam Suf to recite the Shirah. Yetziat Mitzrayim was only the
first step in the process of geulah. True, the legal state of slavery had terminated. But had the Jewish nation
recited Shirah at that moment, it would have signified an expression of gratitude merely for national political
freedom. Many nations have raised the cry of “Let my people go,” and have experienced political freedom. From the
perspective of the concept of geulah – as a unique Jewish experience – the redemption from Egypt meant much
more than political freedom. Had Moshe initiated the Shirah immediately following the exodus, it would have been
premature; the Shirah would have been only a partial expression of gratitude. At what moment did the geulah
process reach its fruition? When did the Nation of Israel achieve existential geulah? This only took place a week
later, at the Sea. Only when the Jewish people declared “zeh Keili ve’Anveihu,” when they became a Nation of
Prophets, “ra’atah shifcha al hayam mah shelo ra’ah Yechezkel ben Buzi [a maid at the sea saw that which the
prophet Yechezkel never saw],” only then did they become nigalim, a redeemed nation of Ovdei Hashem, never
again to become avadim to man. “Va’ya’aminu baShem U’VeMoshe Avdo [And they believed in G-d, and in Moshe
His servant]” Only at the Sea did the people emerge as Ovdei Hashem, ready to recite the most glorious Shirah:
“HalleluKah, Hallelu Avdei Hashem [Sing to G-d, sing, slaves of G-d]”!
The very first halachic requirement which concerns the newly nigal is the obligation to express himself in Shirah;
the outburst of song, the song of praise which flows directly from the nefesh of the Jewish soul. The community of
Knesset Yisrael did just that at the very moment that the process of geulah reached its apex. The two events which
form the beginning and the end of Chag HaGeulah [Holiday of Redemption], the exodus and the splitting of the Sea,
link the seven days of the holiday into one, complete whole.
May we all be zocheh to join all of Klal Yisrael to recite the ultimate Shirah at the time of the complete geulah,
bimheirah beyameinu, Amen.
1

2
3

Rabbi Yitzchak Zev Soloveitchik (1886-1959), Rosh Yeshiva of the Brisk Yeshiva in Jerusalem
Rabbi Chaim Solovitchik (1853-1918), credited with founding the “Brisker” approach to Talmud study
Yalkut Bo 208
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Did you know?
We have more than 20 weekly community chavrutot.

רבן גמליאל: RABBAN GAMLIEL
Keeping Pesach Relevant
Rabbi Josh Gutenberg jgutenberg@torontotorah.com
Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, BAYT; 5774-5775

Rabban Gamliel II (also known as Rabban Gamliel of Yavneh) lived during the 1 st century CE, a transition period
for the Jews. He was born when the second Temple stood, and he lived to see its destruction. His family was
spared by the Romans per Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai’s request, and upon the latter’s death he was appointed
nasi, political leader of the people. His mission was to help Jewish life continue and thrive despite the destruction
of the Temple: he tried to find ways to keep practices relevant in the Temple’s absence, and he attempted to
prevent divergent practices among the people.
Rabban Gamliel’s commitment to having the people follow a single practice explains his role in two controversial
talmudic episodes. The Talmud (Bava Metzia 59b) describes an argument between Rabbi Yehoshua and Rabbi
Elazar ben Hurkenas regarding how a certain oven could be rendered ritually pure. Although most rabbis
supported Rabbi Yehoshua’s ruling, Rabbi Elazar was insistent that he was correct. Rabban Gamliel, in his role as
nasi, authorized Rabbi Elazar’s excommunication to ensure a uniform ruling on the matter. Further, the Talmud
(Berachot 27b) records a debate between Rabban Gamliel and Rabbi Yehoshua regarding a calendar issue. Rabban
Gamliel insisted that Rabbi Yehoshua appear at his home with his walking stick and wallet on the day Rabbi
Yehoshua believed to be Yom Kippur. This, too, underscores the measures Rabban Gamliel took to ensure cohesive
practice, which was necessary for them to succeed without the Temple as a unifying place for the Jews.
In this light, perhaps Rabban Gamliel’s teaching that anyone who fails to explain the Korban Pesach, matzah and
marror has not fulfilled his obligation was made to adapt to the Jewish people’s new reality without a Temple. He
wanted to show that the holiday of Pesach was still relevant and meaningful despite no longer having the
opportunity to offer the Korban Pesach. Even though the holiday’s centrepiece no longer exists, the holiday remains
important, albeit with a different focus. This is reflected in his teaching in the Haggadah, and can be explained in
two very different manners.
One approach emphasizes Rabban Gamliel’s commitment to evoking the Korban Pesach to tell the story, despite
our inability to offer the sacrifice. Tosefta Pesachim (10:12) mentions the obligation to delve into the laws of Pesach
all night, and illustrates the point by telling of Rabban Gamiliel and his students holding a Seder in Lod and
spending the whole night delving into the laws of Pesach. They were able to keep Pesach relevant by shifting the
focus from the actual sacrifice to discussing and analyzing its laws. Similarly, by including the Korban Pesach as a
tool to describe the Exodus, Rabban Gamliel maintained its relevance despite not eating it during the Seder.
This also explains the order Rabban Gamliel chose for mentioning these three foods. Chronologically, it would have
made sense to begin with the marror which symbolizes the affliction, continue with the Korban Pesach which was
sacrificed before leaving Egypt and then conclude with the matzah which recalls the rushed atmosphere in their
leaving Egypt. However, Rabban Gamliel lists the Korban Pesach first to emphasize that it is still the central
mitzvah of the day. Afterwards, he mentions matzah which is a biblical obligation, and then he concludes with
marror, which is only a rabbinic obligation when the Korban Pesach is no longer offered.
Rabbi Naftali Zvi Yehudah of Berlin (Haggadah Imrei Shefer) suggests a second way to view Rabban Gamliel’s
statement as a means of preserving the holiday’s relevance without the Temple: Rabban Gamliel emphasizes the
matzah along with the Korban Pesach.
The obligation to tell the story of the Exodus is meant to remind us of G-d’s impact and presence in the world, but
the methods used to transmit that message depend on the time and place. While the Temple stood, focusing on the
messages of the Korban Pesach best achieved that goal. The message that G-d distinguished between the Egyptian
and Jewish houses was relevant to them based on their circumstances: they recognized G-d’s ability to make those
distinctions, since they were familiar with G-d blessing fields whose owner followed the laws associated with the
land, while the adjacent fields were not successful since their owners were not careful with observing the laws.
Rabban Gamliel’s innovation was a result of his recognition that once the Temple was destroyed, the best method
to describe G-d’s presence in the world included the matzah and its message of chipazon (haste). The Jews’ feelings
in exile are similar to the feelings the Jews had in Egypt. At every moment, the Jews of that early generation were
concerned that the Egyptians would destroy them, but G-d protected them. So, too, the Jews in exile fear the
enemies around them but try to remember that G-d will eventually save them. Further, the way that G-d quickly
took the Jews from Egypt, and gave them the Torah as a means of guiding their behaviour, resonates with the Jew
in exile who eagerly awaits for G-d to bring them back to Israel to build the next Temple. By including the matzah
along with the Korban Pesach as a means to telling the story, Rabban Gamliel was able to find a more meaningful
way for the Jews in exile to relate to the Exodus and acknowledge G-d’s role in the process.
With both of these approaches in mind, the message imparted by Rabban Gamliel is the need to continue the
Seder with the traditions of the past, and to connect our current practices to our observances throughout history.

Did you know?
We hold Lunch and Learns at law and accounting firms across Toronto.
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בכל דור ודור: IN EVERY GENERATION
The Burst of Emotions
Hillel Horovitz hillel.michal@gmail.com
Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, Bnai Torah 5772-5773
Raanana, Israel

In the Haggadah, we are told that “one is obligated to see himself as if he had left Egypt.” When reading these
words we should ask ourselves: is it possible for us to truly feel that Hashem took us out? What can we do to
realize this challenging mitzvah and experience Yetziat Mitzrayim [the Exodus] in a personal way?
The Rambam (Hilchot Chametz U’Matzah 7:6) cites this halachah, but with a subtle yet significant change in the
text: “In each generation one is obligated to display himself as if he now left from the bondage of Egypt…”
Rambam’s adaptation differs from the wording found in most Haggadot. He says “display” rather than “see”. What
does he accomplish by doing so?
We began by asking how is it possible to see oneself as having personally escaped the slavery of Egypt. It seems
that the Rambam struggled with this very question. Indeed it is quite difficult to “see” ourselves as having escaped;
however, a display of freedom is very much within our reach. One who expresses himself behaviorally, acts in an
outward display that achieves this objective. The Rambam understood that while our goal is to “see” ourselves as
having left, we can only do so by way of displaying what the experience would have looked like if we were, in fact,
participants. The Seder night is all about creating the perfect setting, the ambiance which allows us to step into
the role we have been cast to play each year on Pesach.
Therefore, we eat the matzah, the same food as our impoverished forefathers. We taste the bitter marror as a
reminder of their suffering, and we drink four cups of wine symbolic of the freedom they were given. According to
the Rambam, bringing the events of the Exodus to life is the most effective method of reliving the story. By doing
this, we come closer to understanding the emotional state of the people who actually left.
The author of our Haggadah appears to have a more ambitious goal in mind. Although we do bring the Exodus to
life at the Seder, we do not stop there. Our ultimate goal is “to see ourselves” as having left personally, not merely
understanding the mindset of those who lived it. Through reliving their experience we strive to internalize and
personalize the feelings of those whose story we tell on Pesach.
Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik, in his work Zman Cheiruteinu, makes this very point:
“Man is incapable of praising and glorifying with passion unless he senses the inspiration within himself. The events
that occurred are not merely relevant for us… rather they are part of who we are… b’chol dor v’dor is not a mitzvah of
eating; it’s an emotion and a state of mind. We should awaken our emotions and feel connected to Jewish history. “
The way to envision ourselves as having actually left Egypt on the night of the Seder can only be achieved with
astute emotional awareness. The display that we perform around our tables brings us to that sense of connection.
With this understanding, we can answer another well-known question. Many have asked why there is no blessing
on the mitzvah of maggid. We know that the commandment of “And you shall tell your son” is a biblical mitzvah;
why do we not recite a bracha for it as we do for all of the other mitzvot of this night?
The Chatam Sofer suggests that in fact, maggid does have a blessing. As we conclude the maggid section of the
Haggadah we say, “He who redeemed us and our forefathers from Egpyt…” and we conclude “Blessed are You…
Redeemer of Israel.” But if this is true, asks the Chatam Sofer, why does this blessing differ from most other
blessings upon mitzvot, which are recited prior to the performance of their mitzvah?
In explaining why this blessing is atypical, the Chatam Sofer offers a comparison to another such blessing that can
only be recited after the mitzvah is complete. When a non-Jew completes the conversion process, his final step is
immersion in the mikveh. Only when he exits the mikveh can he recite the blessing. The most basic reason for this
is that prior to entering the mikveh, he is still not a Jew and is still unfit to recite blessing.
This may explain the concluding blessing of the Haggadah as well. When we begin reading the Haggadah we see
ourselves as those slaves from generations ago. We are subservient to the Egyptian nation and nearly consumed by
the presence of idolatry in their culture. Can a person in our situation honestly declare that he is free?
The paragraph of “In every generation” introduces the conclusion of the Haggadah. At this point, specifically, we
begin to reflect on the entire journey from bondage to freedom. After celebrating the splitting of the Sea and the
burst of emotions that came with the confidence of freedom, we can finally thank Hashem properly in declaring
“Redeemer of Israel” – that He has given us, in each and every generation, an everlasting freedom.
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Did you know?
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בכל דור ודור: IN EVERY GENERATION
National Trauma and its Response
Rabbi Baruch Weintraub baruchwin@gmail.com
Sgan Rosh Beit Midrash 5772-5774, Community Maggid Shiur 5775
Rabbi, Mevaser Zion Synagogue, Tel Mond, Israel
Maggid Shiur, Yeshivat Har Etzion, Israel
Twice during the Haggadah we invoke eternity – “every generation” – but in two very different ways. In the following
article I will try to outline the relationship between the two statements.
The first one is before we describe our enslavement in Egypt and our redemption from there: “In every generation
they rise against us to destroy us, and the Holy One, blessed be He, saves us from their hands.” The purpose of
this statement is clear: to give the right context for the story of our exodus from Egypt which immediately follows.
The concrete events of the Egyptian bondage and salvation may have happened only once, but in truth, they
present merely one example of a recurring pattern. In every generation we are threatened, and in every generation
G-d saves us. Indeed, it seems that in order to establish this very point, Lavan is summoned into the Haggadah.
Far removed as he may be from the Exodus story in time and place, all the basic components are there – a cunning
enemy, an almost lost situation, and a miraculous redemption.
While the common custom to sing this phrase may somewhat distract us from perceiving its full meaning, its
gloomy aspect cannot be completely avoided. History teaches us, that although redemption will come eventually,
the price paid until its coming can be devastating. From Crusades to Inquisition and from expulsions to gas
chambers, Hashem always kept his promise, but many did not live to see its realization. More: however sad we can
be about the past, the future reflected in this sentence is even darker. An old joke summarizes 3,500 years of
Jewish existence into, “They tried to kill us, we survived, let’s eat”, but realizing that we may be in for many more
re-runs of this joke may take away our appetite.
Furthermore, while the historical truth of this statement can hardly be denied, its incorporation and integration
into the most basic lesson we give our children in Jewish identity is somewhat disturbing. Avi Bleich, a senior
psychologist in Israel and a member of an organization dedicated to treat National Trauma, has written that this
lesson, “may mold our psyche in such a way that we would feel, instinctively and overwhelmingly, that we are
threatened by other nations, that we are victims of constant persecution on their parts, and as a result of that
develop, on our part, a suspicious and threatened attitude towards others. 1” In short: although we are threatened,
and although it is important to be aware of it and to thank G-d for protecting us, there is a high risk in constantly
reminding ourselves of this situation. We may slip into a state of the fixed victim, passive, unable and unwilling to
believe in his ability to navigate his fate.
The remedy to these worries may be found in the next occurrence of the term “In every generation”. This second
instance comes after the story of redemption is complete, and just before we praise and bless Hashem for taking us
out of Egypt: “in every generation one has to see oneself as he himself came out of Egypt”.
Again, the purpose of this paragraph in the Haggadah is clear: in order to praise and bless G-d for his salvation
properly, we must feel as if we ourselves experienced it. However, the implications of this command to see
ourselves as having left Egypt go far beyond the Haggadah. Many mitzvot are based upon the recollection that we
ourselves were slaves in Egypt, and were redeemed by G-d. Beginning with the first commandment, “I am Hashem
your G-d who took you out of Egypt,2” through the obligation to rest on Shabbat and to give rest to our slaves and
animals,3 and through our duties towards the widow, the orphan and the stranger, 4 all stem directly from our
experience in Egypt and the exodus.
It is easy to see that while the first statement we saw earlier was descriptive, the other is a normative command.
The first tells us a fact about the world; the second gives us a mission and meaning. This is, we can conclude, a
Divinely proposed psychological treatment, transforming the trauma from a weakening and disheartening element
into an empowering and strengthening one. As Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveichik once observed in relation to a similar
phenomenon, we can see here the transition from set fate into chosen destiny.
The right response to the given situation of a hostile and threatening world is not a frightened and passive escape
from reality; rather, it is the brave and courageous establishment of a different example. We are to know that
somewhere, someone is willing us ill, but we are to feel and behave as if we had already been redeemed.
The experience of the Seder night is constructed towards this very end: feeling ourselves free people. We are free to
practice and express our beliefs; free to open our doors and be generous to those in need; free enough, even, to
openly state our firm loyalty to the great naïve dream of our prophets, a dream of a world without hatred and
dispute, of a world in which all of the nations will come to the House of the Lord, which will be established above
mountains and raised above hills.5
-
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מרור: MARROR
Fine Dining
Rabbi Dovid Zirkind dzirkind@jewishcenter.org
Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, Shaarei Shomayim; 5771-5772
Assistant Rabbi, The Jewish Center, New York

In America today, the culture of fine dining is at an all time high. Whether you are a fan of upscale restaurants,
molecular gastronomy, digital food journals or the latest TV programming, consumer interest in refined, healthy
and creative eating is as strong as ever. The amateur home cook is better informed and better prepared to cook like
a pro, even before watching Youtube demonstrations from the pros themselves. At times these trends surely lead to
excess and gluttony (a concern we should all consider when preparing for Yom Tov), but as we study the
symbolism of Pesach’s foods, a highly trained palate may actually come in handy.
Why marror? The traditional explanation of the mitzvah 1 links the bitterness of the herbs with the bitterness of
bondage. It is no coincidence that the Torah commands us to eat marror after criticizing the Egyptian taskmasters
for “embittering their lives.2” The halachah, as well, seems to emphasize the need to experience marror’s bitter
taste. Rava argues3 that while one need not necessarily taste the matzah he eats, one who does not taste the
bitterness of marror does not fulfill the mitzvah. Similarly, the Talmud 4 cautions us to not excessively dip our
marror in charoset, lest the bitter herb lose its punch. However, a lesser known theory about the purpose of marror
exists: one that views marror in a more positive light.
Although he rejects the approach himself, Ibn Ezra5 cites an explanation of marror that all “foodies” will appreciate.
The Chachmei Sefarad note that in an arid climate like Egypt, the right amount of bitterness in a dish can enhance
the culinary experience dramatically. [Think of choosing your own ingredients at a salad bar, and opting for a
lettuce with a little more bite.] In fact, they write, even the poorest Egyptian who had nothing more to eat than
bread would always pair his dish with a form of marror or mustard to enhance its taste. Thus, some argue that the
purpose of marror is not to trigger a bitter emotion, but quite the contrary, to properly balance the flavors of the
other mitzvot. Ironically, Rabbi Chaim ibn Attar 6 elaborates, marror might actually be a method of enhancing the
celebratory dimension of Seder night rather than a taste of its darkest moments.
While this approach may be counterintuitive, consider how the traditional approach to marror leaves it as the
outlier of the three foods we eat. The Korban Pesach and matzah have intrinsic relevance on our tables. We eat
matzah because the Israelites ate matzah. We slaughter a Korban Pesach because they had the courage and
conviction to serve Hashem in a foreign land. Marror, however, within the standard explanation, is nothing more
than an experiential tool in envisioning servitude. On the other hand, to the extent that one sees marror as the
final ingredient, the finishing touch on a perfected plate, the more we can appreciate its connection to the items
alongside which it must be served.
Scouring the world throughout our long and difficult exiles, Jews have relied on different food items to serve as
their marror; depending on what their region and climate would produce in the springtime. At times the marror
used was more challenging to consume, other times less so. On your table you may have more than one tradition
present, further plotting the journey of our past. This year I suggest we look at the marror, not to gauge its fiery
taste, but to envision it in a more positive role. Take something in your life that seems bitter, disturbing or
unpleasant, and imagine how it could challenge you, inspire you or enhance the blessings you already have. An
exercise of this nature may be the ultimate expression of gratitude on a night designed for us to be truly thankful.
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THE FOURTH CUP
Midnight: A Defining Moment
Yisroel Meir Rosenzweig yrosenzweig@torontotorah.com
Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, Clanton Park Synagogue; 5775

Even the most well-planned Sedarim have a habit of running into a time crunch by the end of the night. On one
hand, halachah mandates the afikoman be eaten by chatzot, halachic midnight.1 On the other hand, we often get
very involved in recounting the story of leaving Mitzrayim and enjoying the Yom Tov meal as well. Why is there
such an imperative to finish eating by chatzot? One could answer quite simply that the afikoman is eaten in
remembrance of the Korban Pesach. Just as the Korban Pesach had to be finished by chatzot as per the decree of
the Sages,2 so too the afikoman. However, as with any enactment of the Sages, there is more than just one level of
intent.3 Because of this, we can dig deeper and ask: what else can we gain from the halachic precept to finish by
chatzot?
To explore this topic, we must begin with an oft-cited passage of the Talmud Yerushalmi (Pesachim 10:1), teaching
that the Seder’s four cups correspond to the four Divine expressions of redemption (Shemot 6:6-7); “I will take you
out”, “I will save you,” “I will redeem you”, and “I will take you [to Me].” In the eyes of Rabbi Meir Simchah of
Dvinsk,4 the Talmud Yerushalmi’s connection of these expressions of redemption to the four cups frames these
cups as a transformative journey through Jewish history and future:
 I will take you out: In order to merit redemption, Bnei Yisrael had to take the first step. Just as one cannot
separate two items that are interwoven, so too Bnei Yisrael could not have been pulled out of Mitzrayim had they
not already separated themselves from the Egyptians and any illicit relationships with them. Accordingly,
kiddush [“sanctification”] is recited with the first cup, symbolizing our ability to create sanctity.
 I will save you: Bnei Yisrael refused to inform on one another to the Egyptian government. Such reliance upon
immoral intervention would have demonstrated a clear lack of emunah [faith]. Hence it is fitting to connect this
term with the cup used for birkat hamazon [the Blessing after Meals], which is itself an expression of faith in G-d
as the provider for all.
 I will redeem you: Slavery dehumanizes people in many ways, one of which is severing their connection with
their heritage. One of Bnei Yisrael’s merits in Mitzrayim was not having forgotten their founding ancestors, as
exemplified by the fact that they did not change their names. This corresponds with the first section of Hallel,
recited before Shulchan Orech, as it focuses on the earlier generations of the nation.
 I will take you [to Me]: Bnei Yisrael refused to abandon their native language while in Mitzrayim. This staunch
refusal was born out of the hope and dream of attaining independent nationhood. The second section of Hallel
and Birchat HaShir are recited over this final cup, as they speak of our aspirations for the future.
Rabbi Moshe Isserles5 presents an intriguing addition to the mandate to eat the afikoman by midnight. Rabbi
Isserles writes that the reading of Hallel should also be done before midnight. This is also to mirror the Korban
Pesach. The Vilna Gaon adds a facet to this comparison, though, noting that Rabbi Isserles’ line of reasoning is
actually that finishing Hallel before chatzot will ensure we drink the fourth cup by chatzot. However, if we assume
that the four cups represent Jewish history, why should we be expected to complete them before chatzot?
Rabbi Meir Simchah offers an additional thought that sheds a great deal of light on the importance of chatzot. In
detailing the laws of the Korban Pesach, the Torah states,6 “You shall not eat it partially roasted... You shall not
leave any of it until morning.” In English, nothing in this sentence stands out. In Hebrew, however, the imperative
to not eat the korban partially roasted uses the words “al [tochlu]” whereas the imperative to not leave any leftovers
uses the term, “lo [totiru]”. Rabbi Meir Simchah explains that al carries a connotation of request, in contrast to lo,
which is the stronger language of a command. Leading into Pesach, G-d ‘requested’ that Bnei Yisrael roast the
Korban Pesach, but regarding the next morning He demanded that they not leave any of the korban over after
daybreak. Chatzot was the moment everything changed. Chatzot was when the plague of the firstborn took place,
freeing Bnei Yisrael from the bonds of Egyptian slavery. They were no longer subservient to anyone other than G-d.
Chatzot truly bound Bnei Yisrael to G-d.
When we weave together these two ideas from Rabbi Meir Simchah, we come to a beautiful insight regarding the
mandate to complete the afikoman, Hallel, and the four cups by midnight. Midnight was the moment we were
liberated from Egyptian slavery to the exalted service of G-d, and G-d alone. This is not a mere historical fact, but a
powerful emotional and spiritual transformation as well. The four cups represent the entirety of Jewish history,
past and present. As such, each year we insist on finishing by chatzot as we carve out our own place in that
glorious history.
1

2
3
4
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6

Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim 477:1
Talmud, Pesachim 120b
See Talmud Eruvin 21b; Pe’at HaShulchan Hilchot Eretz Yisrael 2:25
Meshech Chochmah to Shemot 6:6-7
Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim 477:1
Shemot 12:9-10

Did you know?
We participated in Limmud 2015, and look forward to participating in Limmud 2016.
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חד גדיא: CHAD GADYA
Of Goats and Unintended Consequences
Rabbi Yair Manas ymanas@gmail.com

Avreich; Rabbinic Assistant, Clanton Park Synagogue; 5772-5773
Maaleh Adumim, Israel
Many of us end the canonized portion of the Haggadah with the song Chad Gadya.1 This poem, of unknown origin,
is assumed to be an adaptation of a children’s nursery rhyme that was incorporated into the text of the Haggadah
in Germany in the Middle Ages.2 The poem tells the tale of a poor goat that was eaten by a cat, and the ensuing
chain of events that all started with an unnamed father purchasing the goat. As the last text to be read at the
Seder, what is the message that Chad Gadya imparts?
Many of the commentaries written regarding this poem focus on its symbolism. Rabbi Jonathan Sacks suggests
that the father, G-d, purchased the kid, the Jewish people, by redeeming them from Egypt. Each of the subsequent
animals is a reference to a nation that subjugated and oppressed the Jewish people, from Assyria in the times of
Tanach up to the Ottoman Empire during World War I. The message of Chad Gadya, suggests Rabbi Sacks, is a
“prayer” that G-d will “help us win a victory over the forces of death,” and a “conviction” that “together we can start
to make the world that ought to be.”
Rabbi Kenneth Brander, in an article in the 2006 Yeshiva University Pesach To Go,3 presents three other symbolic
interpretations of Chad Gadya. First, Rabbi Yaakov Emden explains that the poem is a reference to the downward
slide of a person’s soul when a person does not abide by the Torah. Second, Rabbi Yonatan Eybuschutz explains
that the poem explains G-d’s up and down relationship with the Jewish people. For example, the fire burning the
stick is symbolic of the burning of the Beit HaMikdash, while the water is symbolic of Torah Shebe’al Peh. Third,
Rabbi Moshe Sofer (Chatam Sofer) explains the elements of the poem as various laws relating to the Korban
Pesach. As noted by Rabbi Brander, these approaches “share one common denominator, focusing on the idea of
redemption.”
I’d like to suggest another approach. Perhaps there is no intended symbolism to any of the animals, and the poem
really is meant to be taken at face value. Indeed, it does not appear that any creature does anything wrong in the
poem, such that we would symbolically interpret its actions in a negative way. Rather, each animal and creature
merely does what it is supposed to do. A dog bites, a fire burns, an ox drinks, and a slaughterer slaughters.
The purpose of reciting this poem at the end of the Seder is to impress on us the relevance of our actions. Often,
we set whole sagas in motion with a small act, and without even being aware of it. It may be suggested that had
the father not bought the goat, the whole chain of events would not have happened. The parting message of the
Seder is to be careful with our actions, for our actions can and do have far-reaching, and often unintended,
consequences. Thus, after re-experiencing our national redemption at the Seder, we conclude the Seder with a
poem to remind ourselves that in addition to being part of a great Nation, we are also great individuals, via the
declaration that “I matter, and my actions matter.”
Others continue on to say Shir HaShirim. After the text portion of the Haggadah is completed, there is still an obligation of
extending the discussion: וכל המרבה הרי זה משובח
1

2

The Jonathan Sacks Haggadah pg. 133

3

Available at: http://www.yutorah.org/lectures/lecture.cfm/723407/Rabbi__Kenneth__Brander/An_Analysis_Of_Had_Gadya
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Did you know?
Of our 12 former members, 9 are in the pulpit or Jewish education, and 6 live in Israel.

